LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
of his to meditate on the Om, for "Tasya vachakah
pranavah". In Mund, we have "Meditate on the Self as
Om." In Vrh, "Let a man meditate on the Self as only
His word/' Nama-Brahman as God Himself is propitiated
by Bhakti alone ; an elaborate apparatus of worship,
rituals, and litanies are not needed here. Not Ishamael but
Isaac the free son is our ideal. The devotee that worships
Nama-Brahman, must worship Him spiritually and most
sincerely, and it is only then that he turns out an Isaac.
^       *       *       *       *       *
From Dacca Vijaykrishna went to Santipur to see his
mother. It seemed as though the affectionate mother was
expectantly awaiting his arrival, and the son came
answering to her call.   The son redolent with the
fragrance of love and devotion, fell at her feet. About that
time was celebrated at Santipur the famous Rasa-yaira
in commemoration of Krishna. Rasa dance, which, as we
have already observed, was the synthesis ol the first lour
emotions with the fifth {Madhura). It is one of the greatest
festivals of the Chaitanya sect. This Vaishnava mela
furnished Vijaykrishna, who was ever aching tor the
sports of Krishna through the life of the Gopi, with an
unparalleled opportunity to meditate on that love-
enactment. Although the ideal aim ot the Bhakia, this
drama of intense life-devotion has ever remained a mystery
to the uninitiated, for it took place behind the screen set
up by Yoga-maya, 'the great Principle that bridges the
gulf between life and no4ite\ Vijaykrishna went Irorn
temple to temple to see the images of Radha and Krishna,
arrayed for that drama of their intense lifc-dcvotion called
Rasa. As Vijaykrishna looked at the image of Shyam
Smidar, the tutelary God of his own household, silent tears
of love ran down his cheeks, and in the fervour of- emotion,
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